
Models as existence proofs, speculations 
or... peaces of physical reality

An example of what could happen, based on:
An “ultra-bottom-up” hypothesis
2 concrete realizations (why not a single one?)
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The idea
RB, Hall

Seek simple Higgs sector that:
1. Agrees with all data (EWPT)
2. Is fully natural up to 1.5 TeV

A modest “ultra-bottom-up” approach, 
with crucial consequences for LHC

( + maybe something else)



SIDM = SSM+!S

TIDM = TSM+!T

A heavy Higgs 
mh = 400÷600 GeV

A Heavy SM Higgs and the EWPT

+ a positive ΔT

Origin of ΔT ?? (Peskin, Wells and many others)
prefer models that populate the 1-2σ ellipse in most of 
parameter space. Are there any?



2 HDM in an alternative phase
RB, Hall, Rychkov

IDM

controlled by approximate SU(2)V



The IDM is natural and perturbative up to ~1.5 TeV
(instead of the SM only up to ~ 400 GeV)

with
mh = 400÷600 GeV

and
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and an average mass
mav(mL,mNL,mH)≈ 100 GeV ÷1 TeV



A Dark Matter candidate

Unbroken
(for natural flavour conservation)

H2⇒− H2 ⇒ Stable lightest inert scalar 
 Inert scalars always in pair

To get the observed 
need co-annihilation of S, A into 
light fermions as dominant process
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Shouldn’t one have seen S and A at LEP2 via
e
+
e
− → A+S→ (Z∗+S)+S

What about direct DM detection
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(”UV completion”)

How??

Can one do better than                           ?!nat ≈ 1.5 TeV

2H doublets ⇔ Supersymmetry
... but without a light Higgs boson!

In the most straightforward way: Add a coupling λ
through ! f = "SH1H2

with λ only constrained by perturbativity up to 10-12 TeV

⇒  λSUSY ≡ NMSSM with 
!low energy ≤ 2

dominating over all other couplings

Not consistent with gauge unification?
An open question, depending on the physics above 10-12 TeV

RB, Hall, Nomura, Rychkov

See, e.g., Harnik et al,     Gripaios and West



ElectroWeak Precision Tests in λSUSY

most of parameter space inside the 1-2σ ellipse

S and T from Higgs’s S and T from Higgsinos

For                   and s-particles in their natural range,tan!≤ 2.5

!= 2

m(H̃±)

M(S̃)

tan!= 1 an exact custodial symmetry point



Particle spectrum (naturalness bounds)

and no significant bound on other s-fermions 
and SU(2)xU(1) gauginos

with up to 20% tuning (mmax !
√
"/5)

in λSUSY

!mess = 100 TeV

!= 2



with no special relation among parameters (MSSM)

Dark Matter in λSUSY

LSP= !S̃+"H̃1+ #H̃2

blue:
!h2 = 0.09÷0.13

grey:

red:
!h2 > 0.13

white:
!h2 < 0.09

mLSP < 45 GeV

black lines:
mLSP = mW ,mZ



Provisional conclusions 

⇒ LHC will explore for the first time the relevant 
energy range, well above the Fermi scale

Doubling the Higgs multiplet the simplest solution (?) 
of the l.h.p., realized in several possible ways

+ possibly something else 

H
±,A,H

h

1 TeV

500 GeV

Relevant to supersymmetry itself?



An example: The Inert Doublet Model

Consider the most general 2H doublet model invariant 
under                       to get natural flavour conservationH2⇒− H2

(i.e., only        couples to matter)H1

+!4|H†
1H2|2+

!5

2
[(H†

1H2)
2+h.c.]

V = µ2
1
|H1|2+µ2

2
|H2|2+!1|H1|4+!2|H2|4+!3|H1|2|H2|2

!4, !5⇒ custodial symmetry
!5⇒ PQ symmetry

standard phase, depending essentially on the sign of µ2
2. The doublet H1 is identified as essentially

the SM Higgs doublet—it gets a vev and gives masses to W, Z and fermions. On the other hand,
H2 does not couple to fermions and does not get a vev. We will call it the inert doublet, although
of course it does have weak interactions and quartic interactions.

The scalar spectrum of the theory is obtained by expanding the potential around the minimum

H1 = (0, v), H2 = (0, 0). (10)

The physical fields appear in the parametrizaton of the doublets as follows:

H1 =

(
φ+

v + (h + iχ)/
√

2

)
, H2 =

(
H+

(S + iA)/
√

2

)
. (11)

Here the Goldstones φ+, χ can be put to zero by choosing the unitary gauge; they are included
for future reference. The usual Higgs boson is h, which we take to be heavy:

mh ≈ 400 − 600 GeV (λ1 = m2
h/4v2 ≈ 2). (12)

In addition, we have three “inert” particles—a charged scalar H+ and two neutrals S, A with
masses:

m2
I = µ2

2 + λIv
2, I = {H, S, A} (13)

λH = λ3

λS = λ3 + λ4 + λ5

λA = λ3 + λ4 − λ5.

We assume that the potential (9) is bounded from below, which happens if and only if

λ1,2 > 0; λ3, λL ≡ λ3 + λ4 − |λ5| > −2(λ1λ2)
1/2. (14)

Under this assumption, the minimum (10) is stable and global, as long as all masses squared (13)
are positive.

The way to visualize the parameter space of the 7 parameters of the potential (9) is as follows.
These 7 parameters can be traded for the four physical scalar masses, mh, mH , mA, mS, the vev v
(or the Z-mass) and the two quartic couplings, λ2 and λ3. The EWPT imply a relation between
the 5 parameters with dimension of mass, analogous to the relation between mh and mZ in the
SM. Since the inert parity, (8), is unbroken, the lightest inert particle (LIP) will be stable and will
contribute to the Dark Matter density. It may in fact constitute all of the DM if the parameters
have the right value, although the typical fraction is small. In any case, to avoid conflicting with
the stringent limits on charged relics [10], we will always assume that the LIP is neutral4. In the
limit of Peccei-Quinn symmetry, λ5 → 0, the neutral inert scalars S and A become degenerate.
Direct detection of halo dark matter places a limit on this degeneracy [11], because the mass
difference must be sufficient to kinematically suppress the scattering of galactic LIPs on nuclei via
tree-level Z boson exchange.

4This can be avoided only by considering the parity (8) to be an approximate symmetry.

6

Take                          so thatµ2
1
< 0, µ2

2
> 0

RB, Hall, Rychkov



The Inert Doublet Model (continued)
Parameter space:

(in the usual way)
(not relevant to the spectrum)

custodial symm. limit:

µ2
1
, !1 ⇒ v(MZ), mh

µ22, !3,4,5 ⇒ mL,mNL,mH; !L

!2

m2H = µ2
2
+!3v

2

m2S = µ2
2
+(!3+!4+!5)v2

m2A = µ2
2
+(!3+!4−!5)v2

PQ symmetry limit:

!1,2 > 0 !3,!L ≡ !3+!4− |!5| >−2(!1!2)1/2
absolute minimum:

mH = mS = mA

mS = mA

!L ≡ !3+!4− |!5|



Naturalness, perturbativity, EWPT in the IDM
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1. Naturalness

2. Perturbativity

⇒ A perturbative range of λ’s easily  
!nat = min(!i)≈ 1.5 TeV characterized with 



!T ≈ 1

24"2#v2
(mH−mA)(mH−mS)

negligible!S

3. EWPT
SIDM = SSM+!S

TIDM = TSM+!T

In the Standard Model: mh = 91
+45
−32 GeV

In the IDM: (mH−mS)(mH−mA) =M
2, M = 120

+20
−30 GeV

mh = 400÷600 GeV



Collider Signals

at

A standard Higgs boson?
mh = 400÷600 GeV1.

2.

!h = 68 GeV

mh = 500 GeV

h→ SS,AA,H+
H
−

for the DM parameters, looking for 3 charged leptons

pp→W ∗ → HA or HS

H→ AW or SW

A→ SZ
(∗)

!signal ≈ 3.5 fb !bg ≈ 20 fb


